
SITE TRADITIONNEL HURON

ONHOÜA CHETEK8E

KWE KWE ! HELLO ! BONJOUR !

GUIDED TOUR (WITH A GUIDE WEARING TRADITIONAL CLOTHS).
Visit of the Annonchia, the long house, where is showed the traditional way of life and the
social organization at the Europeans arrival. Techniques of food preservation (smoker and
dryer for the meat). Reminder of means of transportations of the old time. Initiation to the
spiritual life of the Huron people. Sweating lodge and medicine of ours ancestors. Giant tipi,
discovery of the different first nations and actual situation of the Huron-Wendat people.

TRADITIONAL COCKTAIL
Appetizer
Indian bread topped with smoke bison, dried wapiti, game pâté and smoke fish.

Aperitif “caribou”
A mixture of alcohol, red wine and maple syrup.

SHAMAN QUEST
In our society, the shaman owned different powers: control the elements of the nature,
predict the future, find back lost objects, heal and interpret the dreams. During the quest, you
will have to develop these capacities by passing some tests.

NEK8ARRE RESTAURANT (Nek8arre ritual presentation of the menu by mother of the
clan)

Traditional soup of the day and bannock (Indian bread)
Tender bison cubes bourguignon and Wapiti kebab accompanied with wild and white rice
and traditional vegetables.
Home style cake served with a savoury maple sauce.
Wild tea

TALES AND LEGENDS
According to ancient believes the people who had knowledge had to transmit it to the
younger generations within the Nation. This tradition permitted the legends to survive
throughout time. Let our story teller share with you the legends of the Creation of the World,
the Monstrous Bear, the Discovery of Fire and the Gift from the Great Spirit.

NATIVE SHOW
The sacred dances and ceremonies were used to be executed to thank the creator for the
good harvest of wild fruits and corn during fall. The Huron-Wendat were also doing those
dances during different holidays and they were held between the first and the thirteenth
moon. At the end of the show, the visitors are invited to participate to a dance that is called:
the friendship dance. That dance was used to be executed to fraternize and to strengthen
the links between the different nations

BOUTIQUE “Le Huron”
Known worldwide for three generations for its authenticity. The “Le Huron” boutique has a
large variety of Eastern Canadian Indian art and craft objects.
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